Information Resources for
PEER-REVIEWED JOURNALS

Peer-reviewed journals (also called refereed publications) are scholarly works that typically represent the latest original research in the field, research that has been generally accepted by academic and professional peers for dissemination and discussion.

JOURNALS
Full text e-journals on this list are available through UW Libraries:
www.lib.washington.edu

Agricultural Water Management
E-journal (no print copy): 1995 to present
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03783774

Agriculture, Ecosystems & Environment
UW Libraries print holdings: 1983 to 2002
E-journal also available: 1983 to present
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01678809

Aliso: A Journal of Taxonomic and Evolutionary Botany
UW Libraries print holdings: Vol.1 (1948) to present

American Fern Journal
Miller Library print holdings: 1954 to present (incomplete)
UW Libraries print holdings: 1910 to present
E-journal also available: 1910 to present (multiple sources for early, recent, and current content)

American Journal of Botany
UW Libraries print holdings: 1914 to present
E-journal also available: 1914 to present (multiple sources for early, recent, and current content)

American Rhododendron Society Journal
Miller Library print holdings: Vol. 36 (1982)-present
Electronic access to select issues:
http://www.rhododendron.org/jars.htm

Anales del Jardin Botanico de Madrid
E-journal also available: 1941-present
http://rjb.revistas.csic.es/index.php/rjb

Annals of Botany
UW Libraries print holdings: 1887 to 1936; new serial: 1937 to 2003
E-journal also available: 1887 to present
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/1481373.html

Applied Soil Ecology: A Section of Agriculture, Ecosystems & Environment
UW Libraries print holdings: 1994 to 2002; incomplete
E-journal also available: 1994 to present
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09291393

Arboricultural Journal
Miller Library print holdings: 1987, Vol. 11 through 2009
UW Libraries print holdings: 1982 to present; incomplete

Arboriculture and Urban Forestry
Miller Library print holdings: 1975 to present, previously Journal of Arboriculture (through 2005)
UW Libraries print holdings: 1975 to present
E-journal also available: 1975-present
http://joa.isa-arbor.com/index.asp

Baileya
California Agriculture
Miller Library print holdings: Recent issues only
UW Libraries print holdings: Vol. 9 (1955)-present
E-journal also available: 2000-present:
http://californiaagriculture.ucanr.org/archive.cfm

Canadian Journal of Botany
UW Libraries print holdings: v.29-v.85
E-journal also available: 1996 to 2014
http://www.nrcresearchpress.com/loi/cjb1

Conifer Quarterly
Miller Library print holdings: Vol. 19 (2002)-present

Contributions from the United States National Herbarium
Miller Library print holdings: Vol. 3, no. 1 (1892) - Vol. 29, part 2 (1945), incomplete
E-journal also available: 1890-present
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/1434448.html

Ecological Engineering
E-journal also available: http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09258574

Ecological Restoration
Miller Library print holdings: 1999 to present
UW Libraries print holdings: 2000-2009
E-journal also available: 1999 to present
http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/ecological_restoration/

Ecology
E-journal also available: 1920-2011:
http://www.jstor.org/journals/00129658.html
2000-present:
http://www.esajournals.org/loi/ecol

Environmental and Experimental Botany
UW Libraries print holdings: 1900 to 2003
E-journal also available: 1976 to present
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00988472

Garden History
Miller Library print holdings: Vol. 38 (2010)-present
E-journal also available: Vol. 1 (1972) -2010
http://www.jstor.org/action/showPublication?journalCode=gardenhistory

Glasra

Horticulture, Environment, and Biotechnology
Miller Library print holdings: Vol. 47, no. 1 (Feb. 2006) – present

HortScience
Miller Library print holdings: 1966 to present
UW Libraries print holdings: 1966 to 2009

HortTechnology
Miller Library print holdings: 1991 to present

Hunisia
Miller Library print holdings: Vol. 1 (1964) - present. Incomplete
UW Libraries print holdings: v.1(1964)-v.2(1965)

Illahee : Journal of the Northwest Environment
Miller Library print holdings: Vol. 10, no. 1 (1994) - Vol. 11, no.3-4 (1996), incomplete

Journal of Applied Ecology
E-journal also available: 1964-present
http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1111/(ISSN)1365-2664

Journal of Environmental Horticulture
Miller Library print holdings: 1983 to present
UW Libraries print holdings: 1983 to present
E-journal also available: 1983-2009 (ask at desk)

Journal of the American Society for Horticultural Science
Miller Library print holdings: 1985 to present (incomplete)
UW Libraries print holdings: 1969 to present.

Journal of the Bromeliad Society
E-journal also available:
http://web.b.ebscohost.com/ehost/external?sid=22f0766b-205a-4941-a0f3-3a72e2874d92%40sessionmgr110&vid=2&hid=105

Journal of Therapeutic Horticulture
Miller Library print holdings: Vol. 1 (1986) - present, incomplete
E-journal also available: 2007-present
http://web.a.ebscohost.com/ehost/external?sid=b8bf209c-69ff-44a-913c-a6c4c3bc1&cd%40sessionmgr4005&vid=2&hid=4104
Systematics and Biodiversity
Miller Library print holdings: June 2004 through 2009
UW Libraries print holdings: 2003 to 2004
E-journal also available: 2003 to present
http://www.tandfonline.com/loi/tsab20#.VG96qYtSZlM

Taxon
Miller Library print holdings: Vol.1, no.1 (Sept. 1951) - Vol.43, no.1-2 (May 1994), incomplete
UW Libraries print holdings: v.1(1951)-present
E-journal also available: http://www.jstor.org/journals/00400262.html

Tree Physiology
UW Libraries print holdings: 1986 to 2009
E-journal also available: 1986 to present
http://treephys.oxfordjournals.org/

Urban Ecosystems
UW Libraries print holdings: 1997 to 2001; incomplete
E-journal also available: 1997 to present
http://link.springer.com/journal/11252

Urban Forestry and Urban Greening
Miller Library print holdings: 2002 to present
E-journal also available: 2002 to present
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/16188667

Wetlands Ecology and Management
E-journal also available: 1991-present
http://link.springer.com/journal/11273

INDEXES AND DATABASES
UW Libraries list of research databases
(Includes Agricola, BioOne, Biosis, CAB Abstracts, Environmental Sciences and Pollution Management, Expanded Academic Index, JSTOR Plant Science, ScienceDirect)
http://guides.lib.washington.edu/databases

Ebsco Garden, Landscape & Horticulture Index Available in Miller Library only
Search can be limited to “Scholarly (Peer-Reviewed) Journals” by checking a box. To find out which journals are indexed here, click on “Indexes” at upper left corner of the page, and “browse an index” by “publication name” from the pull-down menu.

Ulrich’s Periodicals Directory
http://www.ulrichsweb.com/ulrichsweb/
Use the subject headings to find journals in your area of research, or search title, or author. If a journal is peer-reviewed (refereed), you will see a symbol beside its title.